When now is the time to act,
Cloud Now delivers.
Recently completed an acquisition and need to move existing application stacks to your operation
systems? Struggling to put the right infrastructure in place ahead of an encroaching data sensitive
deadline? Cloud Now Digital Delivery Pods are an end-to-end service that fast-tracks your move from
on-prem to cloud-based architecture. Specifically designed to maintain business as usual activity whilst
meeting deadlines posed by data centres or acquisitions, they tackle the task of spinning up an Amazon
Managed Service (AMS) when you don’t have the time, all without missing a step.

Migrate and micro your business-critical applications, now
To fast-track the migration process, ECS has partnered with AWS to provide a custom ‘migrate and micro’
service. Together, we will migrate your business-critical applications into AMS and activate all beneficial
services within the operating model. Once there, our Cloud Now Digital Delivery Pod team will manage,
monitor and maintain those applications whilst we break down your monolithic legacy application into
microservices – redesigning them where relevant so they can sit on your Cloud First AWS platform.

Core features of a Cloud Now Digital Delivery Pod:
Reconfigure monolithic applications into microservices that can be extended or optimised without
compromising the entire system
Just like a merger, a migration is not a one and done process. We help you realise more value from the
process by adopting a cloud first development mindset
Onboard an outcome-focused team designed to accelerate your path from on-prem environment to the
cloud during time-sensitive scenarios
Added peace of mind by introducing an AMS, capable of spinning up the services you need when you
need them
Upskilling of internal teams to enable you to insource engineering capabilities and move towards Cloud
First development post-migration
Gain a team committed to breaking down monolithic applications, and identifying where you can get
more business value of working in a microservice architecture

Start today
Adopting a Cloud Now Digital Delivery Pods to carry out your migration not only maintains your
operational integrity; it adds the capability to extend and enhance key services in your cloud
environment. All whilst hitting time-critical deadlines. Start today.

Why we’re different
Our consultants deliver cloud, customer experience transformation, continuous
improvement and engineering capabilities in one team. This means you get process,
engineering and best of breed technology to deliver better customer experiences. Our
experience working with some of the largest and most heavily regulated businesses in the
UK to accelerate their customer journey transformation also means we put compliance
and security at the heart of every solution.
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